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Thought-provoking and richly visual, Nature Morte brings together,
for the first time, the poignant, provocative re-imaginings of the traditional
still life by over 180 international contemporary artists. This visually
stunning and timely book reveals how leading artists of the 21st century
are reinvigorating the still life, a genre previously synonymous with the
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Old Masters.
Michael Petry’s careful selection celebrates works by emerging and
established artists alike, from all over the globe, including John Currin,
Elmgreen & Dragset, Robert Gober, Renata Hegyi, Damien Hirst, David
Hockney, Gary Hume, Sarah Lucas, Beatriz Milhazes, Gabriel Orozco,
Elizabeth Peyton, Marc Quinn, Gerhard Richter, Sam Taylor-Wood and
Ai Wei Wei. Short and compelling introductions begin each chapter and
are followed by dramatic, visually led spreads that pair each work with a
perceptive reading of its significance to the still-life tradition.
Petry’s engaging, provocative text reveals how contemporary practitioners
are revisiting the major motifs of the still life and translating them for the
modern world. Petry explores the timeless themes of life, death and the
irrevocable passing of time in these new works for our modern world;
artworks that invite us to pause and reconsider what it means to be human.
Nature Morte is designed by Barnbrook, a leading London studio at the
cutting edge of graphic design. The cover is lenticular.
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Home • Chapter 4: Fauna • Chapter 5: Death
Author
Michael Petry is an artist, curator, Doctor of Arts and Director of Museum
of Contemporary Art (MOCA), London. He is the author of Installation Art,
Installation in the New Millennium and The Art of Not Making, all published by
Thames & Hudson.
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Hugh Hayden used new biomedical imaging technologies to create his work shown
in the 2012 ‘Seeing Ourselves’ exhibition in New York. His Untitled skull disrupts
and challenges stereotypes and preconceived ideas about identity and its rooting
in the physical body by intermingling art, science and medical developments.
This blurring of visual languages and disciplines encouraged viewers to reflect
on how politics, culture, ethnicity and sexuality all play out on the contested site
of the human body. Curator Koan Jeff Baysa has said: ‘Historically, the partial or
fragmented image suggested grief and nostalgia for the loss of a vanished totality
and a utopian wholeness. In diagnostic imaging, the body is examined in detail,
piecemeal and irreconciled, described in terms of “cuts” and “slices”.’
Museum Clausum (Klaus Wehner) selected the mass of swirling bodies that
form Head from pornographic images found online. Their individual positioning
suggests the act alluded to by the work’s title as much as their overall positioning
suggests the outline of that body part. This skull-shaped work is from the artist’s
Hierophilia (a sexual fetish for religious objects) series, which included works in
the shape of Christian shrines, reliquaries or monstrances.
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above
Hugh Hayden
Untitled, 2012
reproduction of African
American male skull,
human hair and adhesive
opposite
Museum Clausum
Head, 2012
C-print

above
Museum Clausum
Museum Clausum,
Wundercamera:
Malplaquet House,
Diptych # 23, London,
10 August 2010
C-prints
opposite top
Sherrie Levine
Crystal Skulls: 1–12, 2010
cast glass, 12 parts and
12 vitrines
opposite bottom
Angela Freiberger
B (Brain), 2009
Carrara marble
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Museum Clausum is the pseudonym employed by Klaus Wehner whose interest in
the function of museums in society led to the photographic series Wundercamera,
which subjectively documents museum collections, including those of the British
Museum in London, the Museum Schnütgen in Cologne and the Bargello Museum in
Florence. Malplaquet House, Diptych # 23, London, 10 August 2010 features the skulls
and sculptures of a private collection housed in East London.
Sherrie Levine installed Crystal Skulls: 1–12 in Böhm Chapel, now an art gallery,
on the outskirts of Cologne. Built after extensive Allied bombing of the city during
World War II, the chapel offered a circular space for the artist to position her
twelve wooden vitrines, inside of which she placed glass casts of a human skull. Her
installation referenced the structure’s architecture and its original use as a place of
worship, reminding viewers that even buildings have lives and, indeed, afterlives.
Angela Freiberger experiments with her body in her performance art and with
marble in her sculptures, which often become extensions of her own body. She
has cast her back, feet and hands for use in some works and for others has had to
imagine how her unreachable body parts might look, as with B (Brain).

‘The sculptures
represent and
contrast the finitude
of the human body.’
—angela freiberger
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